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There is adventure in sound...

The Atlanta Radio Theatre Company has been performing its signature brand of quality audio drama since 1984. ARTC's fully soundscaped productions are based on original scripts by the Company's authors and playwrights and on our original adaptations of published works by such literary giants as H.P. Lovecraft, Robert A. Heinlein, and H. G. Wells.

This is the "Theatre of the Mind," as practiced in the Golden Age of Radio. By combining today's modern technology and dramatic techniques with the oldest form of entertainment, the human imagination, you have the best seat in the house for the most vivid movie you will ever see.

If you enjoyed today's program...
The following titles are now available.
Solution Unsatisfactory by Robert A. Heinlein
The Menace From Earth by Robert A. Heinlein
The Invisible Man by H. G. Wells

Order online at WWW.ARTC.ORG
Download from Audible.com
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TimeGate

Rory Rammer, Space Marshal

Terra Tarkington, RN
Interstellar Nurse’s Corps

Switch on the Bull Run
By Sharon Webb
Audio Adaptation by Wendy Webb & Steve Nesheim

Set Loose the Dogs of Time!
By Ron N. Butler

With...

WIKIHISTORY by Desmond Warzel, adapted by Ron N. Butler
The Haunter Hunters by Thomas Berry
WikiHistory by Desmond Warzel
Adapted for audio by Ron N. Butler
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Rory Rammer, Space Marshal in...
Set Loose the Dogs of Time! by Ron N. Butler

Want to hear more? Subscribe to our email group!
Just send email to...
ARTC-subscribe@yahooogroups.com
Listen to the ARTC live performance archives on our podcast!
PODCAST.ARTC.ORG